
Become a team leader in political education!!
Team leader training course  Lead workshops for 16- to 27-

year-olds

For 25 years the Friedenskreis Halle e.V. has dedicated itself to topics such as
active  non-violence,  conflict  management,  lived  democracy,  transcultural
diversity and global  justice. With our “Weltentausch” project (“exchange of
worlds”), we address everyday racism and social inequality based on racism,
primarily in the field of asylum policy. Our workshops aim to encourage social
sensitization and promote an open society. 

Aims of the training course:

We want to  enable  youngsters  (ages
16-27) to work as a  team leader on
a fee basis. They will learn methods
of political education and address their
role  and  attitude  as  a  team  leader.
Additionally,  there  will  be  an
introduction  to  the  foundations  of
racism and discrimination.  A core
component of the training course will
be the exchange of ideas among the
participants  and  a  deeper
understanding  of  the  course  content
by way of practical tasks. We want to
create joint learning spaces.

Structure:

The  team  leader  training  course  is
composed  of  core  modules and
several,  freely  selectable  practical
modules.  All  modules  comprise  2-3-
day workshops. Module 1 focusses on
the fundamental principles of political
education.  Module  2  examines  the
topic  of  discrimination.  Participants
are  then  able  to  select  practical
modules from a number of individual
existing  workshop  concepts,
previously  developed  by  our
association.  After  a  period  spent
observing classes, these modules can
then  be  taught  -  even  as  part  of  a
team - on a fee basis in the Halle area.

Register by 1st April, 2019!

Please  use  the  application  form  on  the  following  website:
http://www.friedenskreis-halle.de/bildungsprogramm/teamerinnenschulung.html

After  registering,  you  will  receive  a  confirmation  with  further  information
concerning the structure of the course.

The  participation  fee  is  €  30  per  module.  The  fee  covers  all  material  and
provisions. Please contact us if the participation fee is too high for you. To work as
a team leader on our projects, participation in both core modules and at least one
practical module is obligatory.

The training course is designed for young people between the ages of 16-27 from
all personal and employment backgrounds who would like to become involved in
the field  of  political  education.  Diversity is important to us:  people with
refugee  and/or  migration experience or  a  respective  background are
particularly encouraged to apply.



Further information:
Julia Wenger
Tel.: 0345/27980725
weltentausch@friedenskreis-halle.de

The modules

Core module 1: Principals and training in political education
The aim of the class is to facilitate and test out the fundamental  methods of
political education. It will focus on the following key questions: How do I organise
a course from start to finish? What does effective facilitation look like and how do
I stand in front of a group? This module will also focus intensively on the role and
attitude of a team leader.
Appointed date: 12.-14.04.2019
Location: Villa Lewin – August-Bebel-Str. 48 a, 06108 Halle
Trainers: Julia Wenger (Friedenskreis Halle e.V.), Harald Weißhaupt (Vierfältig)

Core module 2: Discrimination. What’s it all about? Practical tasks
This  training  session  will  use  theoretical  concepts  to  introduce  the  topics  of
racism and discrimination. Subsequent practical tasks should not only encourage
self-reflection but also provide a constructive way to approach the topic, as well
as  develop  communication  and  problem-solving  skills  and  gain  practical
experience in how to manage situations of everyday racism.
Appointed date: 03.-05.05.2019
Location: to be announced
Trainers: Nicole Amoussou (freelance trainer), Abdou Rahime (freelance trainer)

The following workshop concepts, developed by the association, can be learned
in freely selectable practical modules:

Practical module 1: Workshop with experimental game “eeny, meeny,
miney, moe and out YOU go!” – About escape and asylum in Germany
The training  session  enables  you  to  organise  a  workshop  on  the  situation  of
asylum  seekers  in  Germany  and  the  associated  experimental  game.  After  a
sitting  in  on  classes,  as  a  team  leader  in  the  project  pool  you  can  guide
workshops independently in the educational and extracurricular work.
Appointed date: 16.-18.08.2019
Location: Villa Lewin - August-Bebel-Str. 48 a, 06108 Halle
Trainers: Laura Dienstbach (Freelance trainer), Jana Hemming-Lange (Freelance
trainer)

Additional practical modules:
 Project day "National Socialism in Halle" – The misanthropic ideas and

the terrible effects of National Socialism are made tangible for students.
Appointed date: 23. - 24.08.2019

 Facilitator  training  on  the  experimental  game  Civil  Powker  -  a
systemic learning game for civil engagement in international conflicts.

 Global learning - current discourses in global learning and target group-
specific  methods  (advanced  training  for  elementary  school  seminars)
Appointed date: 29.10.2019

 Freiwilligendienste  Halle -  Accompanying  seminars  provided  by  the
Peace Services (acceptance and posting) Appointed date: 19.-21.07.2019

 Arms exports - an interactive introductory workshop
Which weapons are exported to where? Who decides that? What problems
can arise - and what can be done about it?



Further information at:
https://www.friedenskreis-halle.de/bildungsprogramm/teamerinnenschulung.html
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